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About This Game

Have you always dreamed of being a true hero of a medieval fantasy world? If the answer is yes, then you are in luck because
you are in a world like this now! Also, you are a woodcutter and you are alone! You are fearless, have a sharp ax always ready to

cut a wood or face your enemies. Everyone needs a hero here, and this is in their destiny. But ... There's always a problem.

There were ages ago the world was destroyed by the clash of two gods who represented good and evil. A lot of time has passed,
and men are trying to structure a new civilization, but when everything seemed normal, strange creatures began to emerge,

modifying the behavior of animals and affecting the lifestyle of the men who inhabit this world.

This is where your journey begins! But I will not be easy, in Bravery: Rise of the Last Hero, you play with Sven d'Vali, a simple
woodcutter with a high sense of justice and incredible will to become a hero, who uses his strength to liberate the world Of evil.

On his journey he knows many places, faces several enemies in a melee real-time combat, makes and helps friends, can find
epic treasures and unravel mysteries to aid the adventure.

 Main features:

Find and collect different equipment to increase the powers of your hero.
Take on various enemies and get a chance to win valuable rewards by defeating them.

Classic adventure-action with several different regions to explore.
In the open world, you will never be safe. Enemies come from all sides to face him.

 Coming soon:
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Item Manufacturing System: You can find materials to create new items or improve your equipment.
Allies System: You can find allies to join your group and help you tackle more powerful challenges. At each level of heroism

will be unlocked a new hero follower.
Mini Games: You will find several mini games to get rare items and important information to continue your journey.
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Title: Bravery: Rise of The Last Hero
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Magic Dungeon Studio
Publisher:
Magic Dungeon Studio
Release Date: 25 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon X1900 (Integrated Video Cards not recommended)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX-compatible sound card

English
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bravery rise of the last hero

Within my 22 minutes of gameplay it crashed 6 times and when it didn't crash it was almost unplayable. Cool concept, awful
implementation.. Great game! Play it on highest difficulty!. Launching this game reminded me of counter strike as I was blasted
with loud music. Luckily the options menu was very easy to find to turn that down. Once I had it down I had time to enjoy the
simple and good looking main menu. This app company did a great job with this and it was super easy and aesthetically pleasing
to navigate around the game. In my short time playing, I got pretty good at it and only found two small problems. The first might
be a feature, but I found it annoying to switch directions twice and get stuck in place. It's a small complaint and it doesn't matter
that much but I wanted to mention it anyways. My second problem was the sounds used for leveling up in both game modes.
Both sounds are ripped from Counter-Strike Global Offensive, it first plays the case opening noise than the sound just before a
death cam in deathmatch. Other then this I had a great time playing and I would recommend this to anyone who has free time on
their hands. Geometry Rush is super smooth and plays out great with it's simple but eye catching art style.

---{Graphics}---
Suprisingly good for a mobile style game

---{PC Requirements}---
Anyone can run this

---{Difficulity}---
It starts off hard, but you can get the hang of it quickly

---{Price}---
If you have the spare money it's really worth it ( I got it for 0.49 USD )

---{Overall}---
4\/5 If you enjoy mobile games... get this now

=Add new sounds!=. One man development team that has done a great job relative to resources and assets available. Congrats to
Jorge for reaching release! If you like Nexus/Homeworld this is a fun game that, while lacking the polish of a fully staffed
development studio, is fun and engaging.

For the price it is a steal!. So far this is after one game - I'll update if anything is different after further games. This is to the
ancient game HnefTafl what Battle Chess is to Chess. It gives a game played like HnefTafl with some variations on what you
choose for special pieces, table, etc, but gives you little animated battles between the pieces. However it is from the same time
period as the original Battle Chess so very pixelated and at times difficult to see clearly on a modern screen. But I enjoyed the
game and appreciate having a Battle Chess version of this ancient game as well. I look forward to trying it more.

I would recommend this for those interested in games like Battle Chess that don't mind the aged graphics and it running in
Dosbox.
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A little middling Tower Defense game. Graphics and effects are decent, but consume an excesive amount of hardware. There
are only 4 kind of towers, each can be upgraded of two ways by a system of coins and gems. Foes are diverse. Brings 3
campaigns, other 3 must be purchased by downloable content, a dirty trick. Maps can be repeated 2 o 3 times en each campaing.
It is too easy, perhaps is good to introduce children in the genre, but for an adult only serves to pass whiles and forget. Complete
all game with 100% achievements takes about 36 hours. Its a mere explotation of the great Kingdom Rush. Only to buy with a
high discount or in bundles.. narrative....well lets call it coldwar 2.0
or as an recruitment helper...... game for arcade cabinet in US Marine's drafting place...
as Rail shooter from military background...IT's ok. Not quite as good as BLUE ESTATE, nowhere near. But given fact of
MILITARY subgenre of RAIL SHOOTER thin scene....it will do.
Well until it starts to freeze whole PC (no other game did so since this pc build,AAA)
But true is, I did not bother to troubleshoot.Never had lightgun hooked up, so no point there. (wondering if it will be much of
nightmare to make it work on this title.Will post update if so.). Hell of an interesting game -- give it a try!. This game is terrible
and hard to play. There are seemingly impossible tracks that you MUST pass to continue, and no matter how many times I try
and perfect my path to the end, it's still not possible. No wonder this game has a score in the 30s.. Really fun arcade racer (think
of a mixture of Dirt 2/3/Showdown and Motorstorm) that looks, feels and runs great.

I especially like the Wild Rush races since I'm a big fan of the Motorstorm series.

. Freebie is a game that is REALLY EASY and fun if you play cassually. I got the badge for this game on my second day of
playing it and got a 100 % on this game. FREEBIE IS NOT FREE THOUGH JUST REMEMBER THAT. This game is nothing
special and I got a coupon on this game so yeah. I give this game 7/10.
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